Credo Reference offers over 3,000,000 reference entries from all the major academic subject areas to offer a great starting point for your research! Tons of images, audio files, videos and full text articles on any Topic you can think of, all with full citations that your teachers will applaud.

Have a project? Start here!

search.credoreference.com

Browse your title list from A-Z!

Search collection by title keyword or by subject.

Interact with our Mind Map!

Explore relationships between ideas while you expand or narrow in on your research topic.

Each bubble is inked to an article from your Credo title list, allowing you to dig deep into your topic with one click.

Credo Reference
Over 10,000 topic pages bring together facts from all over the library onto one scrollable screen.

1. A basic overview article of your topic complete with citation.
2. Browse through thousands of topic pages alphabetically or by subject.
3. Or run a keyword search and a topic page will be the first result.
4. Build context, vocabulary and explore related topics.
5. See images from hundreds of sources.
6. Scroll down to see relevant results from other databases.